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Dell Multifunction Color Printer 1355cnw is built for business purpose with economical LED engine.
The printer offers convenient wireless connectivity technology and it has the capability to deliver a
high quality color prints. However, it delivers slow speed and the absence of autoduplexer could
disappoint the users.

The Dell 1355cnw comes with simple control panel and convenient wireless connectivity makes this
printer good for micro office usage, unless the user is ready to wait for a bit longer time in printing
the multipage documents. This printer is compatible for both Windows and Mac operating system.
As per Dell, this printer has the capability to printer over 30,000 sheets of page every month, which
shows its capability and reliability.

Apart from printing, this printer also offers the features of copying and high resolution scanning. The
printer comes with input tray, which has the capability to handle about 150 sheets of paper at a time,
making this printer suitable for micro to midsized office usage.

The Dell Multifunction Color Printer 1355cnw offers both wireless and wired connectivity technology
such as built in Wi-Fi, USB port and Ethernet connectivity. Another impressive feature included in
this printer is the presence of auto document feeder, which can handle 15 sheets of paper at a time
automatically for scanning. However, its slow printing speed could disappoint the customers.

Dell Multifunction Color Printer 1355cnw has small body profile, which is supported by Laser print
engine. The 2355cnw is quite similar to that of Dell 1350cnw printer in design and printing
technology used. However, the presence of larger four line monochrome LCD display, along with
the control panel makes this printer different from 135cnw.

The Color Printer 1355cnwâ€™s small and compact profile makes it easier to fit and move the printer
anywhere in the office. how to update internet explorer

The dimensions of this printer are 16.1 x 15 x 13.3 inches and it weighs over 34 pounds. The printer
has two notched grips on both sides, which makes it comfortable to carry around and move.

The Dell Multifunction Color Printer 1355cnw comes with the tray that has the capability to hold up
to 150 sheets of paper and the printer further lacks the autoduplexer. So, make sure that your office
does not need heavy printing; otherwise you may find yourself babysitting the printer. Setting up the
printer for the IT Professional wonâ€™t be a problem. However, others may find themselves in trouble
unless they have the capability to understand the Pictographic instructions nicely.
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